Abstract. Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) provides an account of classification based on a binary relation between two sets. These two sets contain the objects and attributes (or properties) under consideration. In this paper I propose a generalization of formal concept analysis based on binary relations between hypergraphs, and more generally between pre-orders. A binary relation between any two sets already provides a bipartite graph, and this is a well-known perspective in FCA. However the use of graphs here is quite different as it corresponds to imposing extra structure on the sets of objects and of attributes. In the case of objects the resulting theory should provide a knowledge representation technique for structured collections of objects. The generalization is achieved by an application of work on mathematical morphology for hypergraphs.
General Introduction

Formal Concept Analysis
We recall the basic notions of Formal Concept Analysis from [GW99] with some notation taken from [DP11] . The relation can be written in the infix fashion a R b or alternatively as (u, v) ∈ R. The converse of R is denotedȒ.
Definition 2. Given a formal context
This operator provides the set of properties which every one of the objects in X possesses. Using the converse of R, the operatorȒ : PV → PU can be described explicitly byȒ
The sets X and Y are respectively the extent and the intent of the concept.
Importance of Graphs and Hypergraphs
The question posed in this paper is what happens when we replace the sets U and V in a formal context by graphs, or by hypergraphs or more generally still by pre-orders? The question is not straightforward, partly because there is more than one possible meaning for a relation between graphs. First, however, we need to consider why the question might be worth answering.
The idea that properties can have structure is well established within FCA, see for example the treatment of scales and many-valued contexts in [GW99, p36] . Suppose however our collection of objects also has structure (rather than each individual object being structured).
We now consider some examples.
Assemblages. An assemblage of individuals where the individuals have independent existence. For example, a marriage between two people or a group of four friends who take a holiday together. Further examples would be alliances of nations, twinnings of towns. In all these cases we can consider attributes of the individuals and also attributes of the groupings. A particular grouping can have attributes which may not depend solely on the individuals, and the same set of individuals may participate in a number of different groupings. Granules. Such groupings could also appear in granulation, equivalence classes are a simple case but other kinds of granules are also well known. A granule can have attributes (say some viewpoint that engenders the clustering) and again the same individuals may appear in different granules for different viewpoints. This indicates the need to attach attributes to the granules themselves as well as to the individuals. Links. In a different kind of example the collection of objects could make up both the stations and lengths of track joining stations to be found in a railway system. Similarly there might be cities linked by roads or nodes and links in a social network. In the case of a railway network it is clear that the railway line between two stations can require different attributes from the stations themselves.
All of these examples can be modelled as graphs or hypergraphs, and we shall restrict to undirected graphs in the present paper.
Theoretical Background
Graphs and Hypergraphs
A hypergraph can be defined as consisting of a set N of nodes and a set E of edges (or hyperedges) together with an incidence function i : E → PN from E to the powerset of N . This approach allows several edges to be incident with the same set of nodes, and also allows edges incident with the empty set of nodes. An example is shown in Figure 1 where the edges are drawn as curves enclosing the nodes with which they are incident.
